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Elle Woods said, “we take our next steps into the world..” Jimmy Fallon pointed out the hilarious
similarities between Trump's speech and the one Elle Woods gives at the end of the hit 2001
movie. Donald Trump’s Speech Has So Many Similarities to Elle Woods’ ‘Legally Blonde’
Speech – Watch Now! Jimmy Fallon pointed out that Donald Trump's.
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Campus Life Donald Trump's Commencement Speech Sounds Like Elle Woods in Jimmy
Fallon Clip The similarities are real. Video 7 by tvshows_ Tamar Braxton just stole the show at
the BET Awards!!! The diva went EXTRA hard performing My Man on Sunday, with some big
stage. President Donald Trump straight up copied Elle Woods' speech from Legally Blonde
THE President of the United States just copied a speech from Legally Blonde.
May 16, 2017. Jimmy Fallon pointed out the hilarious similarities between Trump's speech and
the one Elle Woods gives at the end of the hit 2001 movie. May 16, 2017. “Tonight: Trump

plagiarized his commencement speech from Elle Woods in Legally Blonde,” the show wrote on
its Twitter account, including a . May 16, 2017. President Donald Trump's May 13
commencement speech at Liberty University became the center of Jimmy Fallon's monologue on
“The .
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Jimmy Fallon pointed out the hilarious similarities between Trump's speech and the one Elle
Woods gives at the end of the hit 2001 movie. Campus Life Donald Trump's Commencement
Speech Sounds Like Elle Woods in Jimmy Fallon Clip The similarities are real.
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May 16, 2017. Jimmy Fallon pointed out the hilarious similarities between Trump's speech and
the one Elle Woods gives at the end of the hit 2001 movie. May 16, 2017. President Donald
Trump's May 13 commencement speech at Liberty University became the center of Jimmy
Fallon's monologue on “The . May 15, 2017. WOW! Donald Trump's graduation speech sounds
VERY similar to Elle Woods' graduation speech in "Legally Blonde." Yet another plagiarism .
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So, why he thought it would be okay to blatantly rip off a speech from a popular movie, is beyond
most people. Last night, Jimmy Fallon tweeted a clip of the speech. Campus Life Donald
Trump's Commencement Speech Sounds Like Elle Woods in Jimmy Fallon Clip The
similarities are real. Elle Woods said, “we take our next steps into the world..”
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May 16, 2017. After delivering a commencement speech at Liberty University, Donald Trump's
speech was compared to one Elle Woods gave in Legally . May 16, 2017. “Tonight: Trump
plagiarized his commencement speech from Elle Woods in Legally Blonde,” the show wrote on
its Twitter account, including a .
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